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Abstract
This study argues for a generic approach to selective exposure research. Empirically,
we dismantle the relative importance of three different forms of selective exposure to likeminded political news that has dominated the communication literature: message cues, party
cues and source cues. In a uniquely designed conjoint experiment, a large probability-based
panel of Norwegian citizens was faced with news headline choices, randomly varying several
different factors simultaneously. We not only show that the effects are in line with previous
research but also, more importantly, that these effects are additive and distinct effects that
prevail when three known countervailing forces are accounted for. We conclude that scholars
should move towards a more generic and less country specific approach to selective exposure
research.
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Introduction

For quite some time now, communication scholars have gathered considerable evidence showing
that people are selective when they read, listen or watch the news. Changes in the availability
of media choices, paired with increasing fragmentation of the media landscape, has exacerbated
people’s tendency to avoid opinion-challenging political information, leading to the creation of
echo chambers and further polarization (Levendusky, 2013). Citizens in high choice media environments tend to asymmetrically expose themselves to like-minded over cross-cutting political
information (e.g. Arceneaux and Johnson, 2013; Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng, 2009).
First, several scholars have centered on people’s preferences for political messages that are
in line with their attitudes, known as message cues (i.e. Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng, 2009).
Second, scholars have investigated systematic biases in people’s selection of news stories that
feature a party or candidate that they prefer rather than dislike, known as party cues (i.e Iyengar
et al., 2008; Meffert and Gschwend, 2012). Third, a large body of research, particularly in the
U.S., has also concentrated on people’s selection of likeminded news sources (such as niche
partisan media), known as source cues (i.e Iyengar and Hahn, 2009; Mummolo, 2016; Stroud,
2010).
Nevertheless, something is amiss in the study of selective exposure. Surprisingly, previous
studies have predominantly focused on only one (or at times two) of these cues. Consequently,
research on selective exposure has yet to take into account that readers hardly encounter these
news cues in isolation. This disjunction in the literature is especially salient when considering
that media environments vary considerably across countries. Research on selective exposure is
to a large degree country specific, rather than generic, depending on which news cue scholars
examines. In some countries, for instance the U.S., citizens can easily choose to expose themselves to ideologically leaning television channels or newspapers (source cues), while citizens in
other countries might not have this opportunity (Skovsgaard, Shehata and Strömbäck, 2016).
In order to understand how selective exposure plays a role in this complex setting, we need to
develop a common, generic understanding of selective exposure that transcends country-specific
characteristics. We argue that a first step toward such an understanding is to explicitly define
selective exposure as a concept that involves multiple types of cues that can operate simultaneously. With these types clearly specified, we can then compare and asses the relative influence
of these different cues across various conditions.
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As this article will demonstrate, we argue that the communication literature is disjoint
in (particularly) three distinct understandings of politically motivated selective exposure. We
adopt the view of selective exposure as an automatic “de facto” selection decision (Sears and
Freedman, 1967) guided by a number of separate “cues” (Meffert and Gschwend, 2012; Winter,
Metzger and Flanagin, 2016) and divide the literature into three separate “news cues” that
affects selective exposure. In this study, we contribute with an investigation of how this trio –
message cues, party cues, and source cues – increases or decreases the probability of selecting a
news article for further reading. Theoretically, our contribution to the literature is to understand
these effects as three distinct forms, or cues, of selective exposure that “compete” in (potentially)
guiding people’s news selection. Empirically, we contribute with the first analysis that assess and
compares the relative effect of each these three cues. Additionally, we assess the endurance of
each of these effects. A large body of work has also shown that citizen’s political predisposition
is far from the only force guiding people’s news selection. Along these lines, Mummolo (2016)
argues that concerns regarding alarming consequences of selective exposure are not necessarily
warranted. For instance, in order to cause echo chambers, the effect of politically motivated
selective exposure must prevail against the pull of other countervailing forces that drive people’s
news selection. Thus, we pit message, party, and source cues against the pull of three previously
identified countervailing forces: headline valence, recommendations in social media, and the
opportunity to select non-political news.
This is an important contribution to the existing literature on selective news exposure,
because while a large and growing body of prior work has identified the effects of several cues
that affects selective exposure, we have yet to study the role of these cues when compared
simultaneously. Due to restrictions of traditional experimental designs (See for instance ”the
curse of dimensionality”: Ho et al., 2007, the majority of previous studies have only been
able to manipulate a small number of attributes of news, and consequently been unable to test
competing hypotheses. To address these limitations, the present article draw on recent advances
in causal inference (Acharya, Blackwell and Sen, 2016; Bansak, Hainmueller and Hangartner,
2016; Hainmueller, Hopkins and Yamamoto, 2014) and experimental selective exposure research
(Mummolo, 2016). We use a uniquely designed conjoint experiment with a large populationbased panel to ask 4689 Norwegian citizens to select news headlines. This conjoint design
randomly vary many different attributes at the same time, enabling an analysis of the effects of
several attributes of news headlines on the probability of selecting a news headline. The study’s
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data includes 21100 observations of selection decisions. In other words, the data presented in
this study is among the largest and most comprehensive experimental data on news headline
selection to date.

2

Expanding our understanding of selective exposure: the power
of message, party, and source cues

A multitude of news articles are published online each day. Even if people wanted, they could
not possibly read all of the news that is made available to them. This means that citizens
must be selective, and over half a century of research has established that citizens prefer to
encounter information that are or consistent, rather than at odds, with their existing political
attitudes (Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet, 1948; Sears and Freedman, 1967; Zillmann and
Bryant, 1985). Festinger’s (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance is widely applied as an assumed
causal mechanism that trigger selective exposure to likeminded content. According to dissonance
theory, citizens seek to reduce inconsistencies, and scholars thus postulates, as an extension of
this idea, that people seek to avoid or reduce exposure to political information that is at odds
with their preferences.
Building on cognitive dissonance theory, research within the mass communication literature
has centered on the availability of choices. Such choices span over different levels, from medium
level, choosing to watch TV or spend time in a social medium, to the message level, choosing
to read one article over another. Theoretically, we understand these choices through the lens
of social cognition theory. Hence, we make the assumption that citizens process information
heuristically and thus depend on different cues and mental shortcuts when making a choice
between different news articles (Chaiken, 1987). Within the mass communication literature,
especially three such cues of politically motivated selective exposure have attracted scholarly
attention: message cues, party cues, and source cues. In the first form, message cues, one is
interested in selective exposure on the message level, measuring selective exposure as whether
or not people select headlines or read stories that are in line or at odds with their attitudes
(i.e. Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng, 2009). When studying party cues, one is also interested
in selective exposure on the message level, measuring whether people select headlines or read
stories that feature a party that people vote for, likes or dislikes (i.e Iyengar et al., 2008; Meffert
and Gschwend, 2012). The third form of politically motivated selective exposure, source cues, is
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not concerned with selectivity on the message level but on the outlet level, measuring people’s
selection of different news sources (i.e Iyengar and Hahn, 2009; Mummolo, 2016; Stroud, 2010).
Although most studies focus on one (or sometimes two) of these forms of selective exposure,
the present study investigates the effects of each of these three cues. In the following, we will
explain message cues, party cues and source cues in greater detail.

2.1

Message cues: selection of consistent and counterattitudinal news articles

Headlines in online news are often framed in such a way that one side of an issue is more
prominent than another. In other words, headlines often contain cues about which side of an issue
is given priority. People often use such cues to guide their choice among the multitude of available
news content (Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng, 2009; Winter, Metzger and Flanagin, 2016). Yet,
although research has shown that people have a tendency to select attitude consistent headlines,
prior research also point to these effects as a “confirmation bias;” (Hart et al., 2009) rather than
being motivated by a preference towards actively avoid dissonant information (Garrett, 2009b,a;
Garrett, Carnahan and Lynch, 2013). Based on the predominant evidence of selective exposure
to attitude consistent information, we formulate the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (H1) Readers will select attitude-consistent articles more frequently than attitudeinconsistent articles.

2.2

Party cues: selection of “your” party

Political news usually involve one or more politicians, party leaders or representatives from
political parties as sources. A considerable amount of literature (e.g. Bolsen, Druckman and
Cook, 2014; Cohen, 2003; Slothuus and De Vreese, 2010) also attest to effects of party cues,
meaning that individuals use their partisanship to filter political information. As with the
political source affiliation and political message cues, people like to read about “their” party –
or a party that they like, rather than an opposing party (Slothuus and De Vreese, 2010). In
two-party systems with strong partisan media outlets, such as the US American context, one
could expect that partisan outlets or television channels, such as Fox News, and party cues
would more or less overlap. Yet, in a non-U.S. context with multiple parties and a different
media system, it makes sense to study the effects of political parties as sources in news headlines
and different outlets on the probability of selecting a news story. Studies using an experimental
setting have provided strong support for partisan selectivity at the message level (Meffert et al.,
4

2006; Meffert and Gschwend, 2012; Redlawsk, 2002). Following previous studies of party cues,
we assume that partisans assign weight to the party that is featured in a headline along the
dimension of whether or not people like or dislike the party. Thus, we propose:
Hypothesis 2 (H2) Readers will select articles featuring a political party that they like more
frequently than a political party they dislike.

2.3

Source cues: selection of politically agreeable news sources

Before citizens are presented with message or party cues in headlines, they are often faced
with a choice between which news sources they prefer to invest their time in. A large body of
research conducted in the U.S. context, find evidence for selective exposure on the outlet level,
showing that partisans prefer news from likeminded news sources such as Fox News and MSNBC
(Iyengar Hahn, 2009; Mummolo, 2016; Prior, 2013; Stroud, 2010, 2011). In the European, or
Dutch, context however, studies have indicated that the presence of a strong public broadcaster
mitigates widespread selective exposure on the outlet level (Bos, Kruikemeier, de Vreese, 2016).
Other have argued that it makes less sense to study selective exposure to partisan news outlets
in countries without a prominent partisan television channel or newspaper (Skovsgaard et al.,
2016). In the present study, we do not expect large effects of selective exposure to take place on
the outlet level. We cannot, however, rule out such effects and therefore include seven prominent
news sources from the Norwegian context, ranging from the Public Service Broadcaster (NRK)
to a daily newspaper with openly close thighs to the (radical) left-wing parties of Norwegian
politics (Klassekampen). Knudsen, Iversen and Vatnøy (2017) also found that voters on the left
were clearly less likely to read Klassekampen. Following previous studies from the U.S American
and Norwegian context, we assume the following:
Hypothesis 3 (H3) Readers will select articles published by sources with an ideological source
reputation that matches their party preference more frequently than sources that mismatches
their party preference?

2.4

Conjoining message, source, and party cues

Primarily, studies of selective exposure center on one of these cues. Certainly, some previous
studies have explored these three forms of selective exposure separately, and party cues and
message cues (Meffert and Gschwend, 2012), and message cues and source cues (Feldman et al.,
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2012) simultaneously. Yet, message cues, source cues, and party cues has, to our knowledge,
never been pitted against one another in such a way that we can study the relative importance
of these selection cues when studied simultaneously. Thus, the main contribution of this study
is to conjoin these three understandings of selective exposure and compare them, leading us to
formulate the following research question:
RQ1: What is the relative effect of message cues, party cues and source cues on headline
selection and to what extent does one factor influence or override another?

2.5

Countervailing forces: valence cues, social cues, and topic cues

The present study also posits that message cues, source cues and party cues need to endure
the pull of other prominent cues in order to cause polarization and echo chambers (Mummolo,
2016). We focus on three such potentially countervailing forces: negative and positive valance
(i.e. Meffert et al., 2006), endorsements in social media (i.e. Messing and Westwood, 2014;
Winter, Metzger and Flanagin, 2016), and the opportunity to select non-political headlines (i.e.
Feldman et al., 2013).
The first countervailing force, valence cues, entails the selection of negative, positive or
neutral headlines. Negativity is at the very core of what constitutes a news value (Galtung
and Ruge, 1965). Thus, as maintained by Lengauer, Esser and Berganza (2012), political news
repeatedly emphasize negative over positive aspects of a story. For instance, journalist strive
to include a conflict between two or more actors (Bartholomé, Lecheler and de Vreese, 2015)
and uphold their role as a watchdog, questioning, challenging and criticizing power structures
and elites (Strömbäck, 2005). Journalist are not alone in assigning weight to negative over
positive information. A large body of research has provided evidence for people – the audience of
journalism – preferring negative to positive political information (Lau, 1985; Meffert et al., 2006;
Soroka, 2006; Trussler and Soroka, 2014, but see: Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2005). Although
negativity is a concept that can be understood in many ways, we concentrate on negative framing
directed towards a specific political actor, or, what Lengauer, Esser and Berganza (2012) labels
as actor-related negativity.
The second countervailing force, social cues, concerns the selection of endorsed information.
Online news sites often employ features that are designed to increase reader’s interaction with
the site and to guide people’s selection of news. Prior studies of such social cues indicates
that recommendations from (known or unknown) others via social media elicits a bandwagon
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heuristic (Winter, Metzger and Flanagin, 2016). If other people find the article valuable enough
to endorse it, it is likely that readers will select these articles over articles with fewer, or none,
recommendations when faced with a choice between articles. Prior studies of the actual effects
of such endorsements in regards to selective exposure to consistent or inconsistent information
and sources have, however, produced mixed results. On the one hand, Messing and Westwood
(2014) found that social media cues has the capacity to override partisan source cues. On the
other hand, Winter, Metzger and Flanagin (2016) found that while endorsements mattered for
people’s selection of news, social cues did not override the effects of message cues.
The third countervailing force, topic cues, centers on the selection of soft versus hard news.
Politics is not for everyone. Even if people vote and prefer one party to another, some people
might consider politics in the news boring. Because the current online media environment offers
a range of different topics and formats to its audience, people can selectively expose themselves to
non-political content and more or less avoid political content entirely (Prior, 2007). In the selective exposure literature, communication scholars generally dichotomize this as a choice between
political news and entertainment news, or ‘hard’ versus ‘soft’ news (Reinemann et al., 2012).
Previous research on the role of entertainment news has shown that soft news have the potential
of mitigating selective exposure to political news in general, and to likeminded news specifically
(Feldman et al., 2013) although people holding strong opinions has been found to choose (likeminded) political news over entertainment news. Skovsgaard, Shehata and Strömbäck (2016)
also demonstrate that people’s level of interest in politics is important for whether or not one
engage in selective exposure to political information.
These three countervailing forces could, potentially, limit or override the three forms of
selective exposure. Our research design also allows for a comparison of how each of the different
factors presented above increase or decrease the probability of selecting an article. To test
the endurance of politically motivated selective exposure, we formulate the following research
question:
RQ2: To what degree, if any, does social cues, valence framing, or topic cues increase,
decrease, or override message cues, source cues or party cues?
Moreover, for the first time in an selective exposure experiment (to the best of our knowledge), the present study also enables an investigation of the effects of increased freedom of choice
– both in relation to how many articles people can choose from (four or six) and how many articles people are forced to choose (one, two or three). These methodological extensions of the
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Source cues

Vignette

Social cues

Headlines

Figure 1: Screenshot example of experimental design
study of selective exposure leads us to formulate the following research questions:
RQ3: What is the effect for each attribute of increasing or decreasing the number of articles
respondents can select from, and the number of articles respondents must select?

3
3.1

Data, Procedure, Experimental Design, and Measurement
Data

The data for this study were collected from a probability-based online national survey conducted
by the Norwegian Citizen Panel (NCP). The experiment was fielded from November 1st to
December 2nd 2016. The NCP’s respondents were gathered through the postal recruitment of
25,000 individuals over 18years. These individuals were randomly selected for recruitment from
Norway’s National Registry: a list of all individuals who either are or have been a resident in
Norway, maintained by the official Tax Administration. For details about response rates or other
methodological matters, we refer to the NCP methodology reports (Skjervheim and Høgestøl,
2016). The data is available free of cost for scholars via the Norwegian Social Science Data
Archive.
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3.2

Procedure

In the experiment, we asked 4689 Norwegian citizens to closely read a selection of news headlines
and decide which headline(s) they would most likely choose to spend their time on, as displayed
in Figure 1. These headlines were introduced with the following vignette:
“We wish to study what news people read. Below you will find some imaginary headlines,
that we have constructed, similar to those you may find in Norwegian online newspapers. Please
read all the headlines carefully and imagine that the headlines are real”.
The vignette is followed by the description of our dependent variable: “If you had to read [1
article /2 articles /3 articles], which [article /articles] would you have preferred to spend your
time on?”

3.3

Rethinking the conjoint design

The present study employs a conjoint experimental design. Conjoint experiments is quickly
gaining ground in social science because they are able to overcome the limit of standard survey
experiments and is known to produce remarkably externally valid results even though the stimulus is hypothetical (Hainmueller, Hangartner and Yamamoto, 2015). The benefit of conjoint
experiments lies in its capacity to unite several dimensions simultaneously. Instead of displaying only one experimental condition at the same time, conjoint experiments displays multiple
conditions to compare simultaneously. Respondents are typically faced with the choice between
two profiles. These profiles typically lists a range of attributes in a table and the values for each
attribute varies at random. In the present design, the profile tables are kept “under the hood”
as the respondents only meets a selection of headlines. Instead of randomly generating choice
tasks in a table, we thus use the conjoint technique to randomly generate news headlines. This
approach has three main advantages for selective exposure research. First, randomly generated
headlines is easier to comprehend than tables when the objective is to compare selection of news
headlines. Second, although conjoint designs is often limited to a choice between two profiles,
the approach in the present article enables a design that can include three or more headlines
(the equivalent to ‘profiles’ in conjoint designs) in a choice task. Third, constructed headlines
are much closer to what citizens actually meet in their day-to-day media exposure, and are in
that sense arguably less obtrusive and more externally valid than tables of information.
A total of 1462 automatically constructed headlines randomly vary among eight headlines
topics, a pro and con version of the topic, eight different political parties as sources, and a
9

negative, positive or neutral portrayal of these parties (valence). These headlines are constructed
to match (either as consistent or crosscutting to) items measuring the respondents’ attitudes
towards eight different policy related topics, and closely resemble real newspaper headlines. A
constructed headline thus involves five dimensions that varies at random, summarized as follows:
[Party cue] x [valence cue] x [message cue] x [link between wording in headline and topic] x
[headline topic]

These dimensions randomly draw from a pool of attributes. For instance, a constructed
headline, constructed to match respondents’ attitudes towards privatization of public services,
can appear as follows:
’Labour Party-politician receives criticism for a new proposal: want to privatize the Norwegian Railroad Service’.

Another example, in this case about attitudes on issues regarding a diverse society (immigration),
can appear as follows:
’A local Socialist Left politician is praised – want to receive five thousand new refugees’.

Among these constructed headlines we also included a condition where respondents had the
possibility to choose entertainment news. Entertainment news was constructed as follows:
[Soft news headline topic] x [valence cue]

An example of a soft news headline, in this case about weight loss, can appear as follows:
’This is the best thing one should do to lose weight’.

In addition to these constructed headlines, the experiment randomizes how many headlines the
respondents can select (from 1 to 3), which news outlets (out of seven) they can select from,
and different levels of social media recommendations. Our design also introduces the possibility
to separate the moderating effects from the relative effects of multiple known countervailing
forces (see: Acharya, Blackwell and Sen, 2016). This means that we can investigate the effects
of including or excluding social cues and topic cues as a headline attribute.

3.4

Measures

Prior attitude toward the topics: We measure prior attitudes towards climate change related
questions, tax related questions, immigration related questions, privatization of public services,
10
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Figure 2: Effects of message and party cues on probability of selecting a news headline
and gay rights. Eight different statements were measured on a scale from 1 (Strongly agree)
to 7 (Strongly agree) by, for instance, asking respondents: “How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements. . .

Commercial private schools should be allowed” and

“Refugees should have the same rights to social assistance as Norwegians have, even if they are
not Norwegian citizens”.
Party preference: we measure party preference by asking respondents to what degree they
like or dislike eight different Norwegian political parties by asking: “We would like to ask you
to consider how much you like or dislike the various political parties in Norway. . . ”. The scale
ranged from 1 (Intensely dislike) to 7 (Intensely like).

4

Effects of message, source, and party cues on headline selection

Figure 2 illustrates the results of message- and party cues for all respondents. Dots indicate
point estimates and the lines illustrate 95 percent confidence intervals for the probability of
selecting a news headline. In accordance with previous research on message cues (KnoblochWesterwick and Meng, 2009; Winter, Metzger and Flanagin, 2016), respondents are more likely
to read an attitude consistent story than a counter attitudinal story (hypothesis 1), and 12
percentage points more likely than moderates to select a story. Party cues elicit a clear effect
on respondents’ selection behaviour (hypothesis 2). Respondents are 9 percentage points more
likely to select a headline featuring a party that they like than a story about a party they neither
like nor dislike, or dislikes.
Turning to source cues, displayed in Figure 3, there are some variations between the different news outlets, and Klassekampen, the only daily Norwegian newspaper with a clear partisan
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Figure 3: Effects of source cues on probability of selecting a news headline, by all respondents
and party preference.
profile towards left-wing politics, stands out as the least preferable. To analyze differences in
regards to selection of different sources depending on partisanship, we break these results down
by respondents voting for parties on the left and right side of the ideological spectrum. In Figure
3, we observe that left-wing voters do not have a clear preference for the left-leaning newspaper Klassekampen. However, right-wing voters are clearly less likely to select Klassekampen
(hypothesis 3). This indicates a tendency for selective avoidance of disagreeing sources among
right-wing voters.
Even though we observe significant indications of outlet level selective exposure, or avoidance,
it is quite clear that, at least in a context very different from the U.S., message cues and party
cues are by far stronger factors. Message cues yields the largest effect out of the three causes
for selective exposure. Possible interaction effects between three cues was also examined and
the results did not show any signs of interaction effects. This indicates that the three forms of
selective exposure are independent and additive effects.

4.1

Robust to competing forces?

Turning to the three competing forces, we started by testing the overall effects of each of the
countervailing forces. As displayed in Figure 3, respondents were more likely to choose negative
to positive or neutral information. As hypothesized, positive valence was found to decrease the
likelihood of selecting a news headline. However, neither the effect of positive nor the effect of
negative valence elicited a large effect. These results indicates that valence is, all else equal,
a force that guides news headline selection, but it is far from the most important attribute of
selective exposure. To test for possible moderation effects of valence cues, we first investigated
the role of valence cues in regards to the effects of message and party cues. Figure 5 displays the
effects of message and party cues by negative, neutral and positive valence, and shows that the
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Figure 4: Effects of valence cues on probability of selecting a news headline
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Figure 5: Moderation effects of valence cues on effects of party and message cues
significant effects of message cues only occurs when the headline also features a positive valence.
These moderation effects is not observed for neither party cues nor source cues (see Figure 12
in appendix).
Figure 6 displays the overall effects of social and topic cues on probability of selecting a news
headline. Overall, respondents are clearly more likely to choose hard news than soft news. We do,
however, observe quite large differences in topic selection within the selection of hard news (see
Figure 16 in appendix). Overall, respondents are about 20 percentage points more likely to prefer
news about immigration than news about gay rights. This indicates that relevance or interest is
an important countervailing factor – supporting the findings of Mummolo (2016). Regarding the
overall effects of source cues, we find that respondents are more likely to choose headlines with
“some” or “many” endorsements. We do not, however observe a significant difference between
“some” or “many” recommendations in social media. In Figure 7 we display the moderation
effects of excluding or including the opportunity to select soft news and the opportunity to select
articles based on social cues. Overall, we do not observe that soft news nor social endorsements
yields significant moderation effects on the previously reported effects of message, party and
source cues (see Figure 13 in appendix moderation analyses concerning source cues). To test
for heterogeneous effects, we conducted an analysis of whether the effects of the different news
cues differed based on respondents’ differences in gender, education, age and interest in politics.
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Figure 6: Effects of social and topic cues on probability of selecting a news headline.
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Figure 7: Moderation effects of topic and social cues on party and message cues
We only found a positive relationship between interest in politics and likelihood of selecting soft
news, where the politically interested respondents was far more likely to select hard news over
soft news than the respondents with little or no political interest (Figure 7). However, we did
not find that the interaction between political interest and soft news moderated the effects of
previously observed effects of message or party cues (see Figure 12 in appendix).
In order to further test the robustness of these effects, we also analyzed the effects of increased
freedom of choice and found no significant effects. This indicates that it did not matter whether
the respondents could choose between 4 or 6 articles, or whether respondents had to choose 1,
2, or 3 articles (see Figure 10 in appendix).

5

Discussion

There are numerous reasons for why people choose to read the news they do, and in order to
understand how preferences to likeminded information play a role in this complex setting, we
argue that we need to develop a more generic understanding of selective exposure and consider the relative effect of several competing attributes at the same time. The present study
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contributes to the selective exposure literature in four major ways. First, the study innovates
the conjoint experiment by designing a conjoint experiment that resembles most other selective
exposure designs, but with the added power and value of the conjoint experiment. Second, this
pioneering design enables, for the first time, a comparison of the relative power of three cues
that has dominated the selective news exposure literature: partisan source cues, party cues,
and message cues, and a comparison of these factors to three factors that has been identified as
important countervailing factors by previous research. Third, the design introduces to communication science the possibility to investigate both the relative effects and the moderation effects
of several attributes simultaneously. Fourth, the present study introduce the possibility to test
the effects of increased and reduced freedom of choice – both in regards to amount of articles
one can choose among, and in regards to how many articles one must choose. In summary,
these four contributions give us the opportunity to understand how known contributing and
countervailing forces limits or enhances politically motivated selective exposure.
Summing up the results of the present study, we find that people, overall, are more likely to
choose a news article if it is consistent with their attitude and if the story features a political
party they like. This is in line with prior studies on selective exposure to political messages. In
addition, these results extend the literature on selective exposure, as we find clear indications
of selective exposure to likeminded information when the effects of entertainment news, social
media recommendations and valence, three known countervailing forces, are accounted for. We
also find that right-wing voters are less likely to choose an article from a source with a leftwing reputation, supporting previous findings of the role of source cues for selective exposure
(i.e. Mummolo, 2016). However selective exposure on the outlet level does not seem to be an
indication of preference for likeminded sources, but rather a disfavoring of cross-cutting sources.
More importantly, our study finds that the three forms of selective exposure to likeminded news
are distinct effects that does not meaningfully interact with each other.
Regarding the three countervailing forces, we find, in line with previous research, that people
select more negative than positive (and neutral) news. Importantly, message valence seems to
play a key role in regards to the effects of message cues. Valence, in this context, is operationalized as a negative or positive evaluation of a party politician. We only observe that people
prefer likeminded to cross-cutting information if the information is presented by a politician
that receives positive feedback (i.e. is praised). This is perhaps not surprising. If a headline
communicates that a politician receives criticism for doing something one agrees with, the head-
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line does not contain like-minded information. However, our results shows that party cues is an
exception, as one is more likely to prefer articles about a political party one likes – regardless
of whether or not the party is framed in a positive, neutral or negative manner. This supports
previous research on the role of valence concerning selective exposure to candidate information
during elections (Meffert et al., 2006).
In sum, this study thus shows that the effects of message, party and source cues prevail when
social media endorsement and the opportunity to select soft news are introduced as countervailing forces. Certainly, while we find that people are far more likely to choose a hard news article
than a soft news article, we also find that these preferences vary among politically interested
and uninterested. Yet, these differences does not matter for people’s preference for likeminded
information and sources. In regards to social cues, our results indicate that social recommendations brought forth effects on people’s headline selections. Nevertheless, in line with Winter,
Metzger and Flanagin (2016), we did not observe that social media cues had the capacity to
override or mitigate partisan source cues. At odds with Messing and Westwood (2014) study, we
did not find that social cues moderated the effects of source cues either. A possible limitation
to that end could be related to the amount of recommendations we employed, as we adjusted
the number of recommendation to a context with a far smaller population than America and
varied between “none” (0), “some” (around 100) or “many” (around 1100) recommendations.
Winter, Metzger and Flanagin (2016), however, manipulated a “small” (around 100) or “large”
(around 9000) amount of recommendations.
It is also important to note that, while the design of the current study enabled analyses of
the relative importance of several news cues in regards to selective exposure, it is not without
limitations. We measured selective exposure by examining people’s selection of hypothetical
news headlines across several topics. Certainly, the conjoint design also allows for increased
variation and experimental dimensions, and can capture more diversity than traditional survey
experiments. Yet, our design did not enable respondents to actually read the stories, and did
not facilitate the full diversity of features that can be found on online news sites or social media
networks. Moreover, due to the design and the ethical no-deception policy of the Norwegian
Citizen Panel, the headlines where hypothetical and stated as such. Although hypothetical
profiles in conjoint experiments have proved to actually be more externally valid than traditional
survey experiments (Hainmueller, Hangartner and Yamamoto, 2015), we cannot rule out that
the hypothetical stimulus influenced the treatments in our study. Thus, conjoint experiments
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are a valuable supplement to the traditional approaches of studying selective exposure, but not
a replacement.

6

Conclusion

The results discussed above have provided insights into the dynamics of selective exposure,
understood as the different components that are crucial for guiding people’s choice of news. Not
only do we observe clear indications of message level selective exposure in a multiparty setting,
we also find these effects to be highly robust. As an extension of this argument, our study
does indeed provide cause for pessimism concerning that the electorate systematically seeks
out likeminded political information, and, as a possible consequence form echo chambers, and
polarize (Levendusky, 2013). That said, we need more studies of this kind to provide evidence
for the endurance of message level selective exposure against the pull of other countervailing
forces that remains unaccounted for in this paper. Mummolo (2016) made an important first
contribution to that end, but several competing factors remains unstudied. We thus hope to
encourage future research on the relative importance and moderating role of other factors that
are pertinent for people’s news selection, such as the salience of the articles (following agenda
setting theory).
Another important contribution of our study is the byproduct of the setting in which the
experiment was conducted, as the present study demonstrate that selective exposure to agreeable news is indeed a relevant and important phenomenon in the European context and, thus,
stretches far beyond Fox News and the US American context. To be sure, as argued by Bos,
Kruikemeier and de Vreese (2016), outlet level selective exposure in the European context is
not necessarily comparable with the US American context, as the presence of a strong Public
Service Broadcaster can mitigate outlet level selective exposure. Our study, nonetheless, shows
that selective exposure on the message level is indeed comparable with prior studies in the US
American context. We would thus encourage more comparative research within different contexts, the US American context included, that investigates the relative importance of source,
message and party cues simultaneously, to test whether the effects identified in this paper holds
through in a comparative perspective. Following in the same vein, we hope to encourage future
research on politically selective exposure to take a more generic form that is not tied to a specific media system, like Fox News in the US American media system, but rather concentrates
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on comparability.
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